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TRIAL
By installing and using the Trial Fonts with
Formats OpenType (OTF) and provided webfont formats
from Tokotype, you agree to be bound by the
agreement on any TRIAL Fonts download on Tokotype
website with the following terms and conditions. If
you do not agree to the terms of this Agreement, do
not download, install, or use Font.
A. ALLOWED USE

E. MODIFICATION & CONVERSION

You may use TRIAL Fonts for creating graphics
that displayed on a computer screen for creating
graphical images, products, printouts, paper
documents for testing and evaluation purpose only.
Before using the Font Software to create products/
visuals to be used commercially, or personally, you
must purchase our retail licenses.

You are not allowed to modify, customize,

B. NUMBER OF TRIAL USERS
Tokotype grants the Licensee a non-exclusive
and non-transferable license for testing, noncommercial work for free to create visual/products
for testing and/or evaluation purposes only. The
maximum number of End Users using the TRIAL Font
Software can be used simultaneously and always
within in your company or same household. Trial
License does not allow using TRIAL Font Software
to create print results that are not for testing
purposes.

translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble
or otherwise attempt to locate the Font Software
source code. And you do not have the right to
change the Font Software to a different format than
those provided by Tokotype. Any conversion to other
formats using this license is strictly prohibited.
F. COPYRIGHTS
You agree that the Fonts and it’s copyright are
owned by Tokotype as the exclusive owner of all
intellectual property rights. You do not acquire
ownership of Font Software in any conditions under
this Agreement, but you grant to use the Font
Software as specified in this agreement.
Licensed Fonts are protected by copyright law.
Illegal copying of Fonts, or publicized for
free to the public is expressly prohibited. You

C. THIRD PARTIES

may be reported to the appropriate authorities

The Licensee may not sell, lease, sublicense, lend,
give, or distribute the TRIAL Font Software or make
the TRIAL Font Software accessible to other third
parties including printer services, web developer,
contractor, affiliates company, etc. Transferring
licenses and Sublicensing are strictly prohibited.

intellectual property infringement caused by your

D. USAGE RESTRICTION
By using this TRIAL fonts license type, you’re not
allowed to publishing an artwork using TRIAL Fonts,
create graphical images, printed materials, paper
documents, or other media where the image will be
static. Requires a paid retail license.

and processed by law, and responsible for any
failure to comply with the terms of this Agreement.
G. TERMINATION
This agreement is valid until terminated by
Tokotype. If you fail to comply with the terms of
this license, Tokotype may terminate this agreement
with notice within 30 days. After it expires, you
must destroy the digital material of Font Software
and all copies that have been used entirely.
H. GOVERNING LAW
This agreement governed by the laws of Indonesia.
Under intellectual property rights section
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